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Motivation

Colloidal Probe-Atomic Force Microscopy

• Single particle analysis
• Surface interaction forces
• Resolution pN & nm

P-MPP

• Particles show parallel force curves
• Constant repulsive electrostatic forces

at higher separation
• Attractive forces at low separation

• Force curves not parallel
• Varying repulsive electrostatic forces
• No significant attractive forces

at low separation

Constant & stronger surface charge Varying & weaker surface charge

M-MPP

Surface Charge Distribution

Surface Charge

Force curves dependent
of measurement location

Force curves independent
of measurement location

Homogenous surface charge distribution Varying & weaker surface charge
origins from

heterogenous charge distribution

• Measurement on different locations of one P-MPP & M-MPP particle
• Force Maps show relative particle height in xy-direction in close proximity to apex
• Coloured pixels show measurement locations of force curves

Microplastic particles and there effect on and interaction with living cells have been studied a lot in the recent years. Though
results are often contradictory even when particles with same polymer type, size and shape are used [1]. Therefore we
investigated the surface charge of non-functionalised, spherical polystyrene (PS) particles with the same size (3 µm) from two
different manufacturers (P-MPP & M-MPP). P-MPP shows higher particle-cell interactions & internalisation.

Conclusion

• Microplastic particles can have same polymer type, size, shape but different surface charge

• Particle-cell-interactions depent on surface charge
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